Here /?* ( Jc = 0,1,2,3) are matrices acting upon xjr which itself is a one-colum matrix. The /?*'s satisfy the following commutation rules: f i k p t p m + f i m p i p k = g k lfim + (2 ) gkl being the usual metric tensor for flat space-time, 9 k i == 0, k = ¥ l ' , 9 o O = I t is well known th a t (1) is completely equivalent to the usual 'w ave' formulation of the meson equations. However, until now this fact could be established only by making use of an explicit representation of the /?*'s. A method of proving it directly will be given in this paper. I t will be shown th at the correspondence between the two formulations is indeed so close and complete th at one can go over with ease from one formulation to the other a t any stage of the calculation. Further, it was not possible until now to introduce in (1) the interaction between the meson and the heavy particles in an elegant way. In his attem pt to take into account this nuclear interaction Wilson (1940) had to make explicit use of the cum bersome representation of the /^-matrices. This completely destroyed the beauty of the ' particle ' formulation. However, as a result of the recognition of the close corre spondence mentioned above the nuclear interaction can now be included in the matrix scheme without affecting its elegance.
In using the matrix method for the quantum-mechanical treatm ent of the physical processes involving mesons it is necessary to evaluate the spurs of the multiple products of the j3k s. The usual methods for their evalua cumbersome (cf. Booth & Wilson 1940) . In this paper a general formula for the spur of a product of any number of /?fc's will be derived quite easily. I t is hoped th at it will be of use in future calculations.
I t is well known that the Kemmer formulation can be applied only to a particle of non-vanishing rest-mass, i.e.
x + 0. The derivation of th dkdkft + x 2fr = 0 (3) from (1) depends directly on the explicit assumption y 4= 0. It will be shown th at by a slight modification the same formalism can be adapted to the case of zero rest-mass so th at it can now be applied with equal elegance to the case of the photon or the electromagnetic field.
The Hermitian conjugate of (2) is

+ j p m j p l j p k -gkl^fm _|_ gird^fkŵ
here /?tfc is the Hermitian conjugate of fik. Thus the /?|'s satisfy the same commuta tion rules as the /?fc's. Therefore every irreducible representation of the is equi valent to the corresponding one of the /?£'s, because it has been shown by Kemmer th at two inequivalent irreducible representations of the having the same number of rows and columns do not exist. Therefore there exists a matrix A such that A^A -1 = jPk.
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I t follows from (4) (see Pauli 1936) th at A can always be chosen to be Hermitian, i.e.
The Hermitian conjugate of (1) is
so th at from (4) -idki/r^Aj3k + x^A = 0.
then \Jf * satisfies the equation -idk\lr*j3k + x^* = 0.
Let Imn be the matrices representing the infinitesimal transformations of the Lorentz group, so th at by an infinitesimal transformation
From the relativistic invariance of (7) it follows th at
and from (8) and (6) one obtains
Besides, I kl satisfy the following well-known commutation relations 
and (9) and (10) are satisfied.
Introduce a one-column vector-matrix 1 k such th at transforms as a vector, so th at from (8c)
therefore from (12) and (9) r *Ilm = 9kir m-9km^7-
From (12) and (14) it follows th at = ^k ' (15a) r * ki ki = 3 thus from (15a) and (14) 
Also from (12) and (14) On interchanging l, m and subtracting it is found th at n fii'im = so th at
It will now be shown th at for a given representation of the the choice of 1 k is unique apart from a numerical factor. For this purpose transform (12) into the corresponding spinor equations
The Greek alphabets will be used to denote spinor indices, the Latin aphabets being reserved for tensor indices. Here
The <r-symbols have the usual meaning. eSv and e are the fundamental antisymmetric spinors for raising and lowering the indices, e12 = e12 = 1. Similarly, e12 = = 1. Every finite irreducible representation of I is chara which can assume only integral or half-integral values. The following relation holds for a particular irreducible representation
Similarly, a finite irreducible representation of is characterized by a positive number (integral or half-integral) given by = W + l).
( 226)
As is well known (Dirac 1936; Fierz 1939) for any given values of and l the fol lowing relations hold: 
where
Similarly from (14)
In easel k, l, m, n form a complete system of commuting variables, 7 and r * are ordinary numbers. That k, l, m, n do actually form a complete system of commuting variables for the various irreducible representations of the follows from the dimensionality of the 5-and 10-row representations (cf. § 6) which are the only non trivial irreducible representations as shown by Kemmer. Therefore and are determined completely except for a numerical constant. Incidentally (27) proves th a t non-vanishing rI k and r * satisfying (12) and (14) always exist whenever the irreducible representation k = f , l = \i This condition is of course satisfied for the case of spin 1 and 0 (cf. § 6).
Notice th at from (27) so th a t unless r * or 7 is zero T * 7 fc4= 0. However, from (13) and the non-singularity of A it follows that if 7 = 0 then r * = 0 and conversely. Therefore 1 1 7 * * 0 , unless r% = l k = 0. Thus if l k exists at all it can always be so normalized^ that
This determines l k completely except for a phase-factor of modulus unity. On introducing this normalization (16) becomes
In view of (27), (19) is easy to understand. I t has been shown by Bhabha (1945) th at the only non-vanishing matrix elements of J3r are of the type
Since the only non-vanishing elements of r * and 7 Z are |) and 7 Z (^, ^), it follows that a product of any odd number of /?/s multiplied by 7£ on the left and 7 Z on the right would give zero. Also notice th at if 6 be any operator commuting with Ikl, then 01 k and r % 0s atisfy equations entirely similar to (12) and (14). I t ther follows from the above result that 01 k and r * 0 can differ from 7 k and by a numeri cal factor only. One such operator 0 is Thus fimfiml k and r k fim/}m are numerical multiples of l k and 71*. Due to (13) the multiplying factor complex of each other.
It may be mentioned here th at all the results obtained so far depend only on the existence of I kl and A satisfying (9) and (10) and are completely independent of the commutation rules (2). They hold therefore for the matrices occurring in any relativistic wave equation of the type (1) (see Bhabha 1945) . From now onwards (2) will be used explicitly.
Notice that from (2) fikfikfiiJr fiifikfik = and p M k = (296) so that from (17) and (11) = PnPn{Pm = = -3 7 * , i.e.
( 5 -l ) ( 5 -3 ) 7 * = 0, 
Wirier
On the other hand, from (11) and (29) 
For the 10-row representation = 3 and so Thus for spin 1, /?/7r is antisymmetric in l, r. On the other hand, for the 5-row representation = 1, so th at from (32)
PlPn^r 119 nr' Multiplying (34a) by P P l P r P r = P n^-m^r = 4 & 7 r = therefore p nl r = \g nrp lrJl = Prl n.
The corresponding equations for I^ are P*PlPm = Pkfflm P *P l=~P *P k Pje P i = r * P k -l 9 k l P m P V P* Pi Pm = 9klP* Now introduce a matrix p defined as follows:
From (28) 
thus the dk's satisfy the same commutation rules as the s. Also from (19), (37) and (39) where $ is a non-singular matrix. Notice that from (41) Q k fi + f i 6 k = e io (45) so th at from (44) and (45) /?*./?' + fi'j3k fik,
where (43) ■^kl^-m 9 km 9lm ^k '
But Jkl -S ~lIkl S, and so^k l^^m 9 k m^r^l~^~ Qlm^'-^k' Thus S 7 k satisfies an equation similar to (12) and therefore must be equal to c l k, where c is an ordinary number. Similarly, T* $ _1 is equal to c*Tk , where c* is another number. However, cc*rz7t = r s s -' s i t = = therefore cc* = 1 and /?' = S 7 kr * ks~l = cc*7kr * k = 7 kr * k = p, so th at
Collecting all the equations together = 7 kr * k,
n fiifim = 9 u n fil^m~ \9lmPkIk r* fit = l 9 k i n f i m for spin 0.
I t will now be shown th a t the conditions (486) and (48c) are so restrictive th a t for any irreducible set of matrices (3k (which need not in general satisfy (2) 
/S'/S/3' = (l-c)jS' .(516)
From (48c) and (51) PP'PPk+PkPP'P = (1 -c ) /ik. 
The condition (58) is stronger than (2) and may be used to separate the 5-row representation from the 10-row one. A few other interesting results can also be derived. For example, consider J <0 = (59a)
J eklmn is a tensor antisymmetric in k, Z, m, n and e0123 = 1.
I t follows from (58) th at o) = 0 for spin 0. Therefore only the 10-ro need be considered. In this case it is easy to prove from (48) and (49) 
I t follows immediately from (596) and (59c) 
pkn i m+r*/3ki
so th at
For spin 0
^k2n+x * * * @ k2 n *
Thus
Multiplying (626) and (646) 
'I *s>Vk + ± p T * d , e mk = 7 t S,Vl'-7 l» D t + ^T ' St Gni.
Multiplying by r * r one obtains
while on multiplying by r * rj3s it is found that
The equations (70) are completely equivalent to (69) or (68) because the latter follow from the former. In the same way the energy-momentum tensor (73) I t would be interesting to transform the spin term to the usual wave formulation. I t is found th a t therefore t * P M r n t = k a t n Ung,m-O l, U ,-U J Gkm + U*nGmngk^\, = -2 x { G t n u n 9 im -Gt nUngkm-2OlmUt + 2 Uk + complex conjugate},
so that for k and l not zero where the underlined index k runs from 1 to 3 only. From (75
which are the correct commutation rules of the usual wave theory. I t is now extremely easy to include nuclear interaction in the above scheme. The total Lagrangian can be written as
where L H is the Lagrangian of the field of the heavy particle, L M of the meson field and L E of the electromagnetic field. L H and L M include the interaction of the electromagnetic field with the heavy particle and the meson respectively. L 1 is the interaction term between the meson field and the heavy particles, and is given by Similarly, multiplying by r * mftm and using (496), 4 idkr * krjr + x r * m/3mijr = 0. so th at (68) can be written as
The expression for the current vector and the energy-momentum tensor can be transformed exactly as above. They agree with the usual expression of the wave formulation. Further, from (58) which are the correct commutation rules of the usual scalar theory. The nuclear interaction can be introduced in the scalar theory by exactly the same expression (76) as in the vector theory. However, on account of (496) and the fact th at < xkcck = 4 the second term in (76) can be written as
The g2 term gives rise to the ' charge ' interaction while the gx term brings about the 'dipole' interaction. This is precisely the reverse of what happens in the vector theory. The pseudo-scalar interaction can be introduced through the termŝ x f ,*akafamelamn(TPNr * nt/f + W and jy V*aka 'a,ma''eamn(TPNr*^,t/r + TNPf *^rT') V.
In the case of neutral mesons the additional condition = r$i/r (78 has to be imposed in both the scalar and the vector case. I t then follows from the equations of motion th a t =
Also for this case tnp and tpn are both to be replaced by The above method of treating neutral mesons is completely equivalent to the one employed by Majorana (1937) and Belinfante (1939) . Let a bar denote the complex conjugate and a curl the transposed of a matrix. On taking the transposed of (2) and reversing the sign it is obvious th at the matrices -satisfy the same commutation relations as fik, so that for an irreducible representation of fik there exists a matrix 6 having the property that -A -6fikB~\ (79 From (79a) and the irreducibility of fik it is easy to p
= ±6. (796)
To decide between the two possibilities notice that from (11) and (79 a)
Then Fk0 satisfies an equation similar to (14) and therefore where a is a number. Since 0i s a non-singular matrix 4= 0, and disturbing (79) 0 can be replaced by 0 sistently with (79) that rke = n .
On taking the transposed of (79c) and using (796) it is found th at 7* = ± 0 -1A*, therefore I ' l l , = ± = ± / ? 7 * = ± g u .
I t therefore follows on account of (28) th at in (796) only the positive sign is per missible. (78) can now be written as
so th at from (80) and (56), (57) xjr* = $0.
As a consequence of (81) the current density $*(3k$ vanishes since
Also the usual Lagrangian (83 a)
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The matrix ££ of Belinfante (1939) corresponds to A~xd.
Let it also be remarked that dfi = fid, since dfi = dlkr kd = fid.
5. Equation (1) can now easily be adapted for the case of zero rest-mass. Instead of (1) write ifikdkijr + y ft = 0,
where y is a matrix satisfying the following conditions:
In (84) y appears in place of the mass y of the particle. Multiplying (84) by (1 -on the left one obtains ifikdk(yxfi) = 0.
Thus yijr satisfies (1) with y = 0. Also on multiplying (84) by dmfimfil on the left it is found that =
therefore yxfi also satisfies (68). The second order wave equation 
(1 -y)(j)satisfies (84). Thus (1 -y ) < f ti s also a solution of (84 to a gauge transformation of the usual theory.
Equation (84) can be derived from the Lagrangian
% y must satisfy the condition yt = AyA~x.
In fact from the result that for any irreducible representation of the s there can exist only two y 's it follows that either (90) is fulfilled or AyA~x -1 -yf.
In our case y can be either f ior 1 -
is satisfied. The Lagrangian (89) is gauge-invariant, i.e. it remains unchanged when is replaced by ijr + ( \ -y)<j) and ^ satisfies (88). This is why the expression (89) has been preferred to the following more obvious and simpler one,
which, though it is not gauge-invariant, yields the same equations of motion.
The expression for the current vector derived from (89) is the same as in the meson theory s k = ft*(ftk7 +yftk)ft =
it is not gauge-invariant. The energy-momentum tensor derived from (89) is Tki = 7 {3* ft* PiYft ~ ft dk } + 9ki ft*yft.
However, it can be verified th at Therefore 6k l which is symmetric in k and l may be taken to be the energy-momentu tensor instead of Tkl. (93) differs from (71) only in having y instead of y. Th present theory y formally plays a part somewhat similar to th at of the mass in the meson theory. On account of the factor y, 6kl is gauge-invariant.
The expression (73) of the angular-momentum tensor remains valid also in the present case. However, the spin is not gauge-invariant.
The Hamiltonian formulation of (84) In order to eliminate the ' longitudinal waves ' ^ is to be chosen in such a way th at it satisfies in addition to (87) 
From (69) it follows that the elimination of the longitudinal waves in this case corresponds to imposing the condition dkUk = 0. With this choice of y (84) may be used to describe the photon or the electromagnetic field. In this case the reality condition (78) or (81) has to be imposed. The interaction of the photon with the charged particles can be introduced in a way entirely similar to (76). For example, to introduce interaction with an electron of charge e the interaction term ey* u kw r kdxir has to be added to the sum of the independent Lagrangians of the electromagnetic and electron fields. On account of (81) and ( Equations (98) are thus formally equivalent to the equations of the usual scalar theory. The energy-monentum tensor turns out to be UiU,+ U lU k -g u U*»Vm, and therefore agrees with the usual expression. The current vector and the com mutation rules for the second quantization are, however, different. A gauge trans formation consists in adding to F kl another antisymmetrical tensor F 'kl satisfying
